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1 Recent developments in thin semiconductor detector design have 

enabled us to obtain very low backgrounds in an investigation of the effects 

of angular momentum and parity conservation and isobaric-spin conservation 

in restricting 0+, T = 0 ~ 0+, T = 1 ( d ,a) transitions. An upper limit for 

the ratio of the cross section for 16 14* the 0 (d,a)N (2.31 MeV) 0+1 T = 1 

transition to the cross section for the o16 (d,cx)N14 gs transition,with 24 MeV 

incident deuterons,of 0.7 ± 0.6% has been obtained. This result is discussed 

in terms of the possible mechanisms for populating the 2.31 MeV state, with 

emphasis on the variation of i-spin impurity of states of a compound nucleus 

with increasing excitation. 

td dE •t A 2.5 mil semiconductor detector was incorpora e as the dx componen 

in a counter telescope; the E componen:t was a 16.5 mil diffused-junction 

si1ic6n detector which has been described previously. 2 Pulses from these 

detectors were used to operate a pulse multiplier in order to separate the 

,,._, a-particles from longer range:_Teaction products. A multiplier spectrum which 

also indicates the optimum He3 - He 4 separation available with this system is 

shown in Fig. 1. Multiplied pulses corresponding to helium ions were then 

used to trigger a RIDL 400-channel pulse-height analyzer whiGh r~corded their 
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energy spectrum. The experimental apparatus and general techniques have 

been described previously . 2 The (monuniformi ty of the transmission counter 

could cause poorer resolution in the energy spectra, but this problem was 

eliminated by adding the energy deposited in the dE/dx counter to the energy 

deposited in the E counter by means of a simple passive,1 pulse-adding circuit. 

The resolution of the added pulses in the (d,a) experiments was 1.1 ~ when 

a carbon target of thickness about 0.3 mg/cm2 was used (a c12(d,a)B10 spec-

trum is shown in Fig. 2), and this was equal to the resolution obtained when 

particles fell directly on to the E counter. The resolution was limited by 

the approximately 0.8 % energy spread in the cyclotron beam. 

16 14 . The 0 (d,a)N reactlon was investigated, using a gas target, in 

0 0 the angular range from 9 to 90 . .A typical energy spectrum is shown in 

Fig. 3. The 1.7 ~energy resolution is well accounted for by the beam spread 

plus the target thickness. At no apgle did an a-particle group corresponding 

16 14* to the 0 (d,a)N (2.31 MeV) transition appear. After background subtrac-

tion, we are able to set an upper limit of 0.7 ± 0.6% for the cross section 

to this state relative to that to the ground state. 

This result and previously reported values for the ratio of these 

cross sections at other energies by different experimenters is presented in 

Fig. 4. 

If the o16 (d,a)N14 reaction proceeds only via a compound nucleus 

mechanism, LIT' == 1 transitions could occur through the isobaric-spin impurities 

of the initial or final states or through impurities of states of the com

pound nucleus. It.has been shown8 '9,lO that the isobaric-spin impurities 

of ground or low-lying levels of these nuclei should be small (~2-4xlo-3 for 

these states of N14 and o16 ). 8 As the excitation energy of the compound 

nucleus increases witb increasing bombarding energy, large isobaric-spin 
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impurities should appear; however, Lane and Thomas9 and Wilkinson10 have 

shown that at sufficiently high excitation a region should be attained in 

which there is a low ''effective" i-spin impurity. This low impurity of the 

compound system arises from the simultaneous excitation of many overlapping 

levels in a total state of initially well-defined isobaric spin, which then 

breaks up before the Coulomb forces have had time to cause appreciable mix-

ing. Wilkinson's limits for the regions bf low i-spin impurity are repre-

sented in Fig. 4. by shading. 

To compare the experimental results on i-spin forbidden transitions 

with the predict~on of the magnitude of i-spin admixtures in the intermediate 

compound nucleus, one should subtract the direct interaction contribution ~o 

both the ground and 2.31-MeV states. A detailed calculation of this contri-

bution would be valuable, but has not been done; hence the data plotted in 

Fig. 4 ignore this correction which will be discussed below. The results 

are seen to agree qualitatively with the theoretical prediction. Large 

cross-sections to the 2.31-MeV level are observed only in the transition 

region between the two limits. 

It is important to estimate the relative direct interaction contri-

bution to the ground (1 +, T = 0) and 2.31-MeV (0+, T = 1) states. We have 

noted previously11 that 0+, T = 0 ~ O+,T = 1 direct reaction (cx,d) or (d 7cx) 

transitions are very strongly forbidden by angular momentum and parity con-

servation in addition to being forbidden by isobaric-spin conservation. 

Direct reaction transitions to the 2.31-MeV state could occur only thro'\.lgh 

1 

~· (a) a breakdown of the parity selection rule for two-nucleon transfer 

reactions, Tif = Tii (~l)L, from contributions of other than S states of 

relativecorbital angular momentum in the picked up pair of particles or 

(b) a spin flip of one of the transferred nucleons, either or both operating 

in conjunctioh with the isobaric-spin impurities of the initial or final 
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12 
states; One would therefore expect that the predominant part of any observed 

transitions to the 2.31-MeV state would proceed through a compound nucleus 

mechanism, so that the only important direct-interaction correction would be 

to the ground state cross section. For intermediate energy incident .cl.euterons, 

the direct-interaction contribution would be eXpected, in general, to increase 

with increasing bombarding energy; this would naturally lead to a decrease 

sirililar :to ·.tha:t observed 1.in .the ratio plotted in Fig. 4.. Fischer and 

Fischer13, 14 have made a very 

nucleus cross section for the 

rough calculation of the theoretical compound 

16 ' -~4 
0 (d,a)N gs transition and found it to be 

only 9% of the observed cross section for 19 MeV deuterons. At least some 

large corrections to the above ratios would be required. 

Another factor that should be included ih this analysis is that 0+, 

T = 0 -7 0+, T = 1 (d,o:) compound nucleus transitions are also significantly 

. reduced by restrictions imposed by angular momentum and parity conservation, 15 

so that part of the forbidd,enness attributed to i-spin conservation in:reality 

arises from this. 

Both effects mentioned in the preceding two paragraphs would tend to 

increase the numerical value of the ratio indicating the effect of i-spin 

conservation in forbidding the o16 (d,a)N14* (2~31-MeV) transition. Theoretical 

calculations of (a) the effect of angular momentum and parity conservation 

in restricting compound-nucleus transitions to the 2.31-MeV state and (b) the 

expected compound nucleus cross section to the ground state, over the range 

of bombarding energies, would be quite valuable for adjusting tne experimental 

data to show accurately the behavior of the isobaric-spin impurity of a light 

cdmpolirid nucleus. 
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Fig. 1. Multiplier spectrum from bombardment of o16 with 
24-MeV deuterons. 
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cl2(d,a)Bl0. Arrows indicate the position of known 
levels • 
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Fig. 4. Experimental ratigs of th~ o16(d a)N14* (2.31-MeV) 
cross section to the ol (d,a)N1 (g.s.) cross section as 
a function of compound nucleus excitation energy. 

Points (l, 2)4, (3 , 9)Br 56f(ref.3) and (4,6_8, 10)Da 58b(3) 
represent u~~e; limits from~ob9e~vations at only one angle. 
Points 5Br J f~3J and 14Fr ?3e~3J represent upper limits 
determined from measurements from 15 to 130 deg and 20 to 
155 deg, respectively. Point 115 was estim~ted by us from 
data given at 45, 80, and 90 deg. Point 12 represents 
the highest value for this ratio between ~15 and -100 deg. 
Point 137 represents the range of the ratio from 20 to 80 
deg. 
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Fig. fb Heli~ ion energy spectrum from the reaction 
0 (d,a)N1 • Arrows indicate the position of known 
levels. 
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